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Introduction

The North Sea Commission (NSC) is the 
organisation of North Sea regional 
authorities, elected directly by their 
inhabitants. The NSC is one of the 
geographical commissions within the 
CPMR (Conference of Peripheral Maritime 
Regions), which a.o. seeks to bring about 
a change of the relationship between the 
peripheral and the central areas in 
Europe, emphasizing the maritime 
dimension.

Much of the work of the NSC is carried 
out by the so called Thematic Groups. 
These cover various fields of common 
interest tot NSC members: Businnes 
Development,wCommunications, Culture 
& Tourism, Education & Research, 
Environment and Fisheries. All interested 
NSC member regions can take part. Each 
group has a political chair from the NSC 
Executive Committee and a co-ordinator, 
an officer supplied by one of the member 
regions.

The North Sea Commission 
Environment Group (NSCEG)
Chair of the Environment Group is 
Councillor Gunn-Marit Helgesen from 
Telemark County Council, Norway, and 
vice chair is Councillor Alison Mclnnes 
from Aberdeenshire Council, Scotland. 
Co-ordinator is Per Hörberg from 
RegionVästra Götaland, Sweden. Some 
thirty NSC member regions have chosen 
to get involved in the Environment 
Group.

The overall vision of the NSCEG is to
encourage the development of 
sustainable communities, the sustainable 
use of resources and the development of 
policies and actions which take full 
account of environmental requirements.

The aim of the NSCEG is to progress 
key environmental issues, as they affect 
local and regional authorities bordering 
the North Sea, by co-ordinating and 
initiating projects involving all members, 
or on a partnership basis. The NSCEG, 
through the NSC Executive Committee, 
will attempt to influence future research 
and future EU and national policies. The

NSCEG will also take steps to encourage 
a heightened awareness of the North Sea 
as an important ecological area.

The practical work of the NSCEG,
PWG
The NSCEG has an Annual Meeting, 
where both politicians and officers 
participate. In connection with the AGMs, 
conferences are held on various 
important environmental themes. Just as 
in the NSC itself, regions in varying 
countries act as hosts. Recent NSCEG 
meetings have been hosted by 
Sonderjyllands Amt, Denmark, Telemarks 
fylkeskommune, Norway, Suffolk County 
Council, England, Aberdeenshire Council, 
Scotland and Landstinget Halland and 
Region Västra Götaland, Sweden.

In November 2002 the AGM was hosted 
by Euregio Scheldemond, consisting of 
the Belgian provinces of West-Vlaanderen 
and Oost-Vlaanderen and the Dutch 
province of Zeeland. The theme was 
"Wind energy -  How and Where?".

Between Annual Meetings, the work is 
processed in a Project Working Group 
(PWG) consisting of officers, with one 
representative and a substitute from each 
NSC country. The Country Representative 
has the task of spreading information and 
gathering the views of the NSCEG 
members in each country. The PWG 
meets 3 - 4  times a year to take 
initiatives and develop co-operation 
projects and tasks remitted by the NSC 
Executive Committee or General 
Assembly.



About this Report

The NSCEG Annual Meeting and 
Conference 2002 was held in 
Blankenberge, Belgium, on November 7- 
9, hosted by NSC member Euregio 
Scheldemond. Over 100 delegates, 
including nearly 30 politicians, listened to 
presentations on wind energy and 
debated the future establishment of wind 
energy parks in their regions. Expert 
speakers at the Conference predicted a 
large expansion of European wind energy, 
particularly offshore (link to 
Presentations). This was of great interest 
to the audience, since many regional and 
local authorities today have to decide on 
applications for new establishments -  
without knowing for instance the total 
expected number of applications.

Outcome
In a number of workshops (link to 
Workshop Reports), delegates had the 
opportunity to discuss wind energy issues 
and relate experiences from their home 
regions. One major request came out of 
the Political Visioning workshop and was 
adopted by the entire Conference. In a 
Conference Statement (link to 
Statement), directed to national 
governments around the North Sea, the 
participating politicians stated that clear 
messages are needed from national 
governments on their level of ambition 
regarding the development of wind 
energy. Also, there is need of some kind 
of recommendations for how and where 
large wind energy parks should be 
established.
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Introduction

Mrs Gunn Marit Helgesen, Councillor/Vice-president of the NSC

Conference chair councillor Gunn-Marit 
Helgesen of Telemark, Norway, started 
the conference by thanking the hosts 
Euregio Scheldemond and welcoming the 
many delegates from all North Sea 
countries.

Then she introduced the topic of the 
NSCEG Conference 2002 -"Wind energy - 
how and where?" -  by pointing to three 
main issues:

Sustainable energy sources must be 
developed, both to combat climate 
change and to move away from 
unsustainable sources, like nuclear 
power.
And there are possibilities!
One of them is obviously energy 
efficiency. Only one example: recent EU 
studies show that industry can reduce its 
use of electricity for pumps, fans and 
compressors with 30% -  and get its 
investment money back in three years!

Renewable sources like biomass, wind 
energy and solar energy are being 
developed and promoted in various 
countries (even though this still goes too 
slow...)

Wind energy is one of the best 
developed renewable energy sources
-  and has the advantage that it can be 
installed and removed comparatively easy 
(if you compare with a hydro power 
station, for example)
BUT: the expected wind energy 
expansion should not take place in a 
careless manner -  it must be well 
planned and take all stakeholders into 
consideration.

At present local and regional 
politicians, the public and other 
stakeholder groups feel -  at least in 
some countries -  that their concerns 
are not being met. That is why the NSC 
Environment Group has made "Wind 
energy - how and where?" the theme of 
its Conference this year. We need to 
make sure that local and regional 
interests are being consulted as part of 
the planning process for new wind 
energy!

The NSC will keep following the issue of 
wind energy; at the NSC General 
Assembly in 2003, held in Cuxhaven, 
Niedersachsen, Germany, there will be a 
special study trip -  in addition to the 
regular environment study trip -  to 
existing and planned German wind parks. 
So there will be opportunities for those of 
you who want to bring wind energy to the 
attention of your leading North Sea 
politicians to do so in Cuxhaven next 
June...

And now, our main speakers will give us 
plenty of information as food for our 
discussions. Discussions which will take 
place both in the workshops this 
afternoon and in all informal settings 
during our conference days here in 
Blankenberge.



Development of wind energy in the Ell

Mr. Alexandras Kotronaros, European Commission,
DG Energy and Transport, New and Renewable Energy Sources Unit

The entire Powerpoint presentation of Mr. Kotronaros is 
available at the NSC website at address:
www.northsea.oro (note: 3100 KB)

Address: Mr. Kotronaros
European Commission 
DG Energy & Transport 
alexandros.kotronaros@cec.eu.int

http://www.northsea.oro
mailto:alexandros.kotronaros@cec.eu.int


Environmental aspects and technical 
limitations of wind energy, off shore and on 
land. Planning procedures in different North 
Sea countries.

Mr. Per Hjelmsted Pedersen, SEAS Wind Energy, Denmark

The Powerpoint presentation of Mr. Hjelmsted Pedersen is 
available at the NSC website at address:
www.northsea.ora

Address: Mr. Hjelmsted Pedersen
SEAS WEC 
Project Manager 
Slagtenvei 35 
4690 Hajlev 
Denmark
Tel.: 0045/56 37 22 95 
e-mail: php@seas.dk

http://www.northsea.ora
mailto:php@seas.dk


Wind Energy and Regional Development 
Opportunities and Role of Coastal States

Mr. Geert Palmers, 3E, Belgium

The entire Powerpoint presentation of Mr. Palmers' is 
available at the NSC website at address:
www.northsea.org (NOTE: 2493 KB)

Address: Geert Palmers:
3E
Verenigingsstraat 39
1000 Brussel
tel +32 (02) /2175868
fax: +32 (02) /2197989
geert.palmers@3E.be

http://www.northsea.org
mailto:geert.palmers@3E.be


Participation and involvement by the public: 
examples of the procedures in different 
countries

Mr. HC Sorensen, SPOK Aps, Denmark

Attached to this report, you will find the presentations of 
Mr. Sorensen.

Project Manager 
Blegdamsvej 4, 1. Tv 
DK-2200 Kbh. N 
Denmark
0045/35 36 02 19 
www.spok.dk

Address: Mr. Sorensen Hans Chr.

http://www.spok.dk


Using the Interreg IIIB programme for wind 
energy projects_______________________

Ms. Lindha Feldin,
Interreg North Sea Region 
Programme Secretariat, 
Viborg, Denmark

The entire Powerpoint presentation of Mrs. Lindha Feldin 
is available at the NSC website at address:
www.northsea.org

Address: Interreg North Sea Region Programme Secretariat
c/o Viborg Amt 
Skottenborg 26 
DK - 8800 Viborg 
Denmark
Tel +45 - 87 27 18 56 
Fax +45 - 86 62 68 62 
E-mail crblf@vibamt.dk 
www.interregnorthsea.org

http://www.northsea.org
mailto:crblf@vibamt.dk
http://www.interregnorthsea.org
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Report Workshop A: 
Political Visioning

Facilitator:
Sten Liljedahl, Landstinget Halland, 
Sweden

Rapporteur:
Karen Greve Somerset (NSC secretariat, 
Denmark)

1st session

The four speakers from the presentations 
in the morning attended the workshop as 
a panel, which gave delegates the 
opportunity of asking further questions. 
From the presentations it became 
apparent that use of wind energy will 
increase over the coming years. However, 
the EU imports 50% of its fossil fuels 
today, and this figure is expected to rise 
to 70% in 2010. Considering that most of 
this comes from the Middle East and 
Russia and bearing in mind the rather 
unstable political situation in the world 
today, it was felt that the EU ought to be 
more self-sufficient and to concentrate on 
having as local a supply of energy as

possible, which would also be seen as 
being more reliable.

Open planning process
Denmark is in the forefront when it 
comes to utilising wind energy around the 
North Sea and it would be appropriate to 
learn from their mistakes and successes. 
Some examples were the need to involve 
the public at an early stage and that the 
consultation has be real, i.e. that the 
planners are prepared to change their 
plans, if there is something, which the 
local community strongly objects to. The 
examples from Denmark showed several 
cases where the place or appearance of 
wind farms had been changed, in order to 
take into account concerns of the local 
community.

The alternative to this open planning 
process is a closed process. Obviously, an 
open planning process can take 
considerably longer, but it appears that it 
is time well spent, as it is more likely to 
result in an acceptance from the local 
community. Some planners may find it 
daunting to face a group of people in an 
open meeting about a proposed wind 
park. It was, however, pointed out that 
members of the local community need to 
be informed, so they can base their 
judgement on facts rather than on 
misconceptions, such as the amount of 
noise, flashing, environmental impacts, 
etc.

Local benefit
It was generally felt at the meeting that 
the local community had to gain 
something from having a wind farm 
nearby, before it would be generally 
accepted. There may be some social and 
economic gains to be had from the 
erecting and servicing of a wind farm as 
local people could be employed, but the 
most lucrative way was seen to join a co
operative and actually obtain some of the 
profit from the production. Besides the 
local community, local, regional, national 
authorities and the EU must also be seen 
to gain something and a win-win situation 
must be created.

It is evident that there is no integrated 
plan around the North Sea when it comes 
to off-shore wind farms and the workshop

The workshop concentrated on two main 
areas:

• The involvement of the local and 
regional level in planning and 
decision-making

- Acceptance and participation by the 
public



would like to write a statement 
encouraging national governments to 
consult with each other before granting 
permission to off-shore wind farms.

When Denmark first started erecting wind 
mills/farms, there was no clear strategy 
as to where they should be placed and it 
all became rather haphazard. This is, for 
example, the situation in Scotland today, 
where councils currently are responding 
to each application without an overall 
plan. It was felt that the national 
government must take this lead and 
maybe even set certain targets to be 
fulfilled locally. In that way, the councils 
would know what was expected of them 
and would be able to include potential 
new wind farms in their development 
plans.

A discussion followed as to how to 
convince the sceptics among the general 
public that wind energy is a good thing. It 
was pointed out that they have to know 
the alternatives, which may be, for 
example, rising sea levels as a result of 
climatic change due to burning of fossil 
fuels or the uncertainty of oil supply from 
the Middle East. If oil prices are high, the 
public is more likely to accept alternative 
energy sources.

2nd session

Only politicians attended this workshop. 
To a large extent it continued from the 
first session.

The politicians pointed out that many 
valuable points had been raised in the 
first session and that there appeared to 
be a role for the NSC to play. They would 
like the workshop to result in a statement
- intended to be a written outcome of the 
Conference 2002 - which would be 
directed mainly at national governments. 
Most of the time in this workshop session 
was spent on discussing the content of 
this statement.

It was agreed to focus on both inland and 
offshore wind energy, as not all NSC 
regions have direct access to the North 
Sea.

At the 5th North Sea Conference in 
Bergen in March 2002 environmental 
ministers signed the Bergen Declaration, 
which in chapter 9 deals with wind 
energy. The delegates felt that they 
would like to support the Bergen 
Declaration and to continue the process 
started. It was agreed that the statement 
should deal with two aspects: the 
planning process and energy sources and 
that it should concentrate on the regional 
level, encouraging a more active 
involvement of the regions and more self- 
sufficiency of energy. The statement 
should also stress the need for an active 
dialogue and involvement of the local and 
regional level in the implementation of 
national policies. The statement should 
also stress the importance of an early 
consultation with the public, as there can 
otherwise be problems of getting an 
acceptance from the public.

The statement will be forwarded to the 
NSC Executive Committee for comments 
before being sent to the Environment 
Ministers. (Link to the statement.)

Possible Interreg project proposals 
were discussed
One project could deal with the planning 
method describing how to find successful 
sites, how to implement wind farms, best 
practice with consideration of local 
objections and how to gain acceptance 
from the public.

Another Interreg project could deal with 
local renewable energy sources, and 
could examine how to bring benefits to 
the local community and how money 
earned from wind energy can be brought 
back into the local community.



Report Workshop B: 
Planning 
procedures/ methods 
on land

Facilitators and Rapporteurs:
Per Nielsen, EMD,
Per Toppenberg, North Jutland Council, 
Denmark

The following questions were raised 
at the beginning of the 2 workshop 
sessions:

■ Are the planning processes 
adequate? (Quick enough, 
democratic, etc.)

■ How can the planning process be 
more
- flexible? (across the 

administrative layers etc)
- proactive?

■ Are the methods sufficient 
according to
- visualization?
- calculation on environmental 

/economical consequences?
- optimization?
- animation -  3D etc?

At the beginning of each of the 2 
sessions, some of the participants gave 
examples of wind energy planning in their 
home counties. The following were some 
of the main problems and suggestions 
put forward and discussed.

Need for common/international structure 
plans -  offshore

In some regions - wind energy plans are 
often projects developed by big 
companies, and with very limited public 
participation or influence.

Need for better information; Air traffic 
influence (very large difference in 
regulations), TV-reception, Birds etc.

Developers have to be very thoughtful 
when locating wind turbines in the 
landscape -  and very careful when 
choosing viewpoints for animation.

Make comprehensive plan, where the 
main protection interests have been 
taken into account from the beginning - 
instead of promoting a wind park in areas 
with good energy resources and 
afterwards discover that it is impossible 
to realize, due to important protection 
interests.

Collect and publish information about 
wind resources - in order to locate the 
wind turbines at the best locations, seen 
from a comprehensive point of view.

Standardization of methods -  in planning, 
calculation of wind energy, impact on 
nature etc.

Improve local involvement and 
acceptance by giving compensation to the 
local area or the municipality, and 
calculated in the total costs of the wind 
park. Another method could be to pay off 
the reduction in value of houses near 
wind farms. (Local acceptance seems to 
demand some sort of compensation to 
the nearest neighbors. Guidelines are 
needed for how to include this -  and 
maybe a study on this topic should be 
initiated?).

Noise level. What level is acceptable? - 
35, 40 or 45 dBA?
(Study in Halland County, Sweden, 
showed: 43% felt they were disturbed by 
"blade noise" and visual influence (within 
the 35-40 dbA zone). A little fewer from 
flicker. Proposed that the noise regulation 
not might be "hard" enough. In Sweden 
40 dBA is the limit for houses in the 
"open land" - in DK and DE it is 45 dB A. 
Complaints are mostly not caused by 
"noise disturbance", but more due to the 
fact that neighbors do not get any 
compensation. Where e.g. local owner 
ship is a part of the project, complaints 
are rare. An increase in the noise 
restrictions would make it very difficult to 
find sites in large parts of the North Coast 
regions, where there in general are very 
few unpopulated regions).



Need for limiting values for flickers and 
shadows, caused by the turbine wings. 
Some of the regions have very few wind 
turbines and expect that the development 
will take place offshore.

Visualizations of the wind parks are very 
important parts of the planning process, 
and guidelines in this field are needed.

What should the distance between 2 wind 
farms be?
(In Denmark it has been decided, at the 
latest revision of planning regulations, 
that minimum 2.5 km distance should be 
kept if a documentation of the visual 
impact does not "convince" that it looks 
OK. Also a minimum distance of 4 x total 
WTG height to nearest neighbor were a 
part of these revisions. Finally, for all 
neighbors within 500m from nearest WTG 
a more comprehensive study, e.g. flicker 
calculation, shall be carried out.

Tools to improve the local involvement 
are needed

Need for better information on many 
topics. It is a new situation for the 
planners to deal with large wind farm 
projects and guidelines/experience are 
missing on many topics.
(Development of planners "best practice" 
or detailed guidelines could be an 
important input here).



Report Workshop C: 
Planning procedures 
Methods off shore

Facilitator:
Göran Dalén, Airicole AB, Sweden 

Rapporteur:
Françoise Lantsoght, Province of West 
Flanders, Belgium

Situation in Sweden
Developer looks into interesting sites and 
will ask for permits 
-> contacts local authorities 
-> and regional authorities 
-> and governmental bodies

National planning goal for wind energy 
(10 TWh by 2015) -> regional policy 
municipality policy first draft of a 
general plan

afterwards detailed plan with 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

Submitted to Environmental Court (sends 
out EIA to several partners)

Depending how far you get away from 
shore: different permits and degrees of 
difficulty to get them.
■ always: permit according to the 

environmental law + permit for the 
cable according to the electric law

■ close to shore: permit by the local 
owner of the water

■ more than 300m away: permit from 
the State to use the water

■ less than 12 nautical miles: building 
permit from the municipality (local 
authority)

■ more than 12 nautical miles: no
building permit required but permit is 
required according to the Swedish 
economic zone, the continental shelf 
law and agreement with surrounding 
countries

Project of more than 10 MW: 
Environmental Court will make 
recommendation to Swedish government. 
Duration procedure from start to delivery 
of permit: 2 years (in reality it takes 
close to 4 years before all permits are 
given).

Situation in Belgium
Granting a licence = competence of the 
federal government

2 phases :
1) domain concession (Royal Decree 

20/ 12/ 2000)
2) construction & exploitation permit 

(Law on Protection of the Marine 
Environment; Royal Decree 
20/ 12/2000 )

Application for a permit -> MUMM 
(Management Unit Mathematical Models) 
compulsory EIA

Minister decides on permit: for instance 
Seanergy got environmental permit from 
Minister on 25/06/2002. Although there 
have been some consultation rounds in 
coastal towns, still a lot of commotion 
about the planned offshore wind farm

Deficiencies :
■ there is no spatial planning in marine 

waters
■ there is no legal framework
■ there are no marine protected areas 

yet
■ there is no formal involvement from 

the Flemish Region
■ there is no structural public 

participation foreseen by law

Situation in UK
■ sectoral approach
■ dealing with governmental depart

ments (not so much local authorities)
■ no spatial planning (every sector 

makes their own case)



Situation in Denmark
* starting to lack space on land
■ therefore growing interest offshore
■ territorial waters = national property 

-> planning on governmental level 
(but: windmills on islands = regional 
matter)

Important issues & bottlenecks

1) EIA instrument: can it be used in 
common?

■ could it be improved together (what 
is essence of content)?

■ when is an EIA necessary?
■ who does the EIA?
■ who is advising the political decision

makers?
■ how accountable is the EIA?

- screening processes and scooping 
should be analysed on a common 
basis

- need for a databank of EIA made 
in different EU countries -> 
learning experience

- problem: there is a lot of suspicion 
about the decision-making process

2) Need for common guidelines

3) Need for planning for the entire 
North Sea
■ designation of zones (flexible 

spatial planning)
but: we also have to be careful not 
to "kill" potential initiatives by too 
many regulations

■ in many cases a step-by-step 
approach is advisable

4) Awareness programme should help 
public understand that room for new 
("green", renewable) energy is an 
absolute necessity

5) Wish for joined monitoring pro
gramme (on seal/bird life)

6) Get a better understanding about the 
transition of a potential project to an 
actual project

7) Look into potential added value of 
"artificial reefs" (chance for new 
organic growth?)



Report Workshop D: 
"Wind Energy as 
part of Regional 
Development"

Facilitator:
Vivien Collie, co-ordinator, NSC Business 
Development Group, Scotland

Rapporteur:
Liesbet Lefevere, Euregio Scheldemond, 
Belgium

■ What are the benefits for N-Scotland?
* Should they be onshore or offshore?

England:
Current situation in East of England: 
a number of wind turbines have been 
introduced, but some projects turned 
down on bases of environmental or other 
criteria.

Concern amongst people: Polls show 
contradiction in attitude:
■ don't want to spoil the landscape, 

prefer off-shore.
■ When turbines are not there - people 

don't want any,
■ When turbines are there, people 

think it's OK.
■ A lot of NIMBY'ism = Not In My Back 

Yard.

Aim :

To discuss how Wind Energy can be 
part of Regional Development 
To identify the business opportunities 
and employment prospects 
Identify how an area can become a 
centre of excellence in a multi billion 
euro industry.

Session 1

I : Personal Perspective:

Scotland: Regional development and 
wind-farms :
Considerable interest in wind farm 
development in Scotland (many planning 
applications). But must establish:
■ What are the benefits for 

communities?



Key ideas, issues * Politicians 
have to 
become 
champions.
* Sell the 
message.
* Promotion 
and PR.

* Regional 
strategy -> 
build industry 
around, 
strategy and 
targets.
* Long term 
price stability 
for residents.
* Enabling 
regional 
planning 
guidance to 
county
structure plan 
& local plan.
* Need for 
national 
targets.
* Clear 
guidelines as 
to potential 
sites for wind- 
farms.

^Community 
benefit should 
be national 
policy.
* Regions 
should be in 
control of off 
shore (with 
national control 
on side)
* Clearly 
identify local 
benefits.
* Spin Offs 
(local networks 
h2 generations 
to drive 
development).

* Promote 
aspects of 
change, 
(landscape, 
environment, 
ecology).
* Regional and 
local growth , 
employment 
possibilities.
* Cooperating 
with others 
parties.
* Can't all be 
centres of 
excellence (do 
what is
appropriate to 
circumstances 
of region)

Main themes * Promotion, 
PR required.

* Policy 
strategy, 
guidelines and 
targets.

* Local 
communities 
must benefit.

* Networks and 
cooperation.

NSC role in future, 
action to be taken

*Inform 
politicians and 
define 
priorities.

* Need for
clear
overview.

* More work 
required to 
promote the 
potential 
benefits to 
local
communities.

* Need to 
share best 
practice.



Session 2:

I : Personal Perspective:

Belgium: Example of an Environmental 
Impact Assesment: What would be the 
socio-economic effect of the installation 
of 14 turbines in Zeebrugge?

■ Aspects of research: Effect on 
Tourism, Industrial port activity and 
fisheries.

Employment:
> 1 full time equivalent extra

maintenance

England: Promotion'of wind farms in UK. 
Selling Arguments:
■ Creation of jobs. (But locally less 

effect).
■ Local share-ownership.
■ Constant source of electricity
■ Bring skills and experience available 

in those sectors in decline into wind 
industry sector. E.g. Fisheries, oil and 
gas industry.

■ Combination of tourism and wind- 
farm industry. E. g. visitor centres.

* Method: Surveys measuring attitude 
towards green energy.

■ Target group: residential tourists, 
tourists, inhabitants.

■ Some Findings:
Tourism :
> Preference for off-shore wind- 

farms.
> Tourists are more positive towards 

wind farms than inhabitants are. 
(40% of the inhabitants think that 
quality of life would be influenced 
negatively.)

> General Conclusion: Low effect on 
Tourism.

> lfu ll time equivalent extra 
construction

> Consultancy, etc...



Key ideas, issues * Financial returns 
should be ploughed 
back into local areas, 
not spread throughout 
the region.
* Public involvement in 
planning.
* Public ownership, 
(equity, profit sharing)
* Taxes.
* Local production.
* Tourism.
* Maintenance (road 
building).
* Involvement of local 
skills.
* Financial participation.
* Maximum local benefit 
(micro economy)

* Wind-farms local 
issues should be decided 
locally and not by 
regional government.
* If regional Co2 
reduction targets, it 
makes sense to have 
renewable energy 
targets for regions.
* Good decision 
procedures, incl. public 
participation.
* Common planning 
guidelines/rules.
* Information to the 
public (spatial plan, 
details of max .density 
in a region).
* Better off-shore than 
on-shore (assuming that 
region has shoreline). 
*Need for a national 
plan /framework.

*More research and 
availability of data (no 
biased data).
* Lack of knowledge and 
awareness about energy 
+education.
^Integrated approach 
with combination of 
education, info, link with 
other renewables.

Main themes *Must identify 
Community benefits 
(local and regional).

*Need comprehensive 
planning and clear 
framework.

* Require a holistic 
approach to renewable 
energy.

NSC role in 
future, action to 
be taken

^Promote, gather and 
share experience of 
good projects.

* Get governments to 
understand the need for 
clarification on wind 
energy developments.

* Produce recommen
dations on wind energy 
development.



Facts and Figures, employment effects:

To be a centre of excellence in this 
industry an area requires:
■ Good logistics and communication 

links
■ Skilled labour force (e g 

manufacturing and construction)
■ Low labour costs
* A market for green energy
■ Indigenous resources (e g wind)
■ Relevant technology
« Good asset management

Business sectors involved in the 
Wind Energy industry:
■ Manufacturing
■ Consultancy

Research and development 
Project developers, owners and 
operators

■ Construction engineering services
■ Operation and maintenance 

engineering services
■ Finance, planning and professional 

services
■ Education services
■ Sales, marketing and PR services
■ Government and statutory bodies, 

trade organisations etc 
Protective services

Types of occupation provided by the 
Wind Energy sector:
■ Professional
■ Managerial
■ Administration
■ Clerical and secretarial
■ Craft and skilled trades
■ Technical professions
■ Plant and machine operators
■ Sales

Supply chain opportunities in the 
Wind Energy sector.

Consultancy - development, 
planning, noise, energy, site design, 
ecology, etc
Components - steel fabricators, glass 
fibre, electrical

■ Turbine manufacture, supply, 
installation

■ Civil and electrical works
■ Research and development

jam
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The NSC Environment Group Conference 
2002 resulted in the following statement:

Implementation of Renewable 
Energy

The Bergen Declaration, from the 5th 
North Sea Conference 2002, made 
renewable energy one of its main issues. 
As a complement to the declaration the 
following statement has been made from 
the Annual Meeting of the North Sea 
Commission Environment Group in 
Blankenberge, Belgium, 7th-8th of 
November 2002.

In a situation where the EU is very much 
depending on imported fossil fuel as an 
energy source and is expected to be even 
more so -  estimated to 70% in 2010 - 
more emphasis has to be made on the 
implementation of renewable resources. 
The conference concentrated on land and 
offshore wind energy planning and 
decision making process, and included 
the extensive experience in Denmark.

Implementation of national policy and 
decisions needs influence, active dialogue 
and involvement of the local and regional 
level. The planning situation around the 
North Sea is varied, but all regions see 
the need to have active dialogue with the 
national level to clarify the circumstances 
for the development.

Best practice in implementation of wind 
energy clearly shows the need of 
participation from the public in the early 
stages of planning and decision-making 
process. Otherwise, it can easy be 
problem with the acceptance from the 
public. Experience also shows the 
importance of development giving some 
sort of benefit to the public and local 
society.

The conference calls for co-operation 
between national governments and 
between government and regional 
authorities to create a set of criteria for 
the planning and development of the 
wind energy around the North Sea.

The NSC Environment Group is sending 
this statement to the NSC Executive 
Committee for further action, stressing 
the great importance of getting the right

planning and decision-making process. 
Otherwise we will not use the possibilities 
which renewable resources give.
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N am e O rg a n is a t io n F u n c t io n Address T o w n C o u n try Tel. Mail

Andersen Kongsness 
Torhild

Ostfold County 
Council

Senior executive 
officer-environment

Box 220 1702 Sarpsborg Norway +47 69117359

torkon@ostfold-f.kommune.no
Andresen Jens County of 

Sonderiulland
Tingvej 2 6535 Branderup Denmark +45/74 82 53 60 iea@sia.dk

Bakker P. Provincie Noord- 
Holland

Senior Officer 
Windenergy

Postbus 3007 2001 DA Haarlem Nederland +31/235 145 069 bakkerD@noord-holland.nl

Belpaeme Kathy Provincie West- 
Vlaanderen

Coördinatie 
geïntegreerd beheer 
van kustqebieden

Vismijn, Pakhuizen 
45-52

8400 Oostende België +32/59 34 21 41 kathv.belDaeme@west-vlaanderen.be

Blommaert Bart Provincie Oost- 
Vlaanderen

Provincieraadslid Wateringen 11 9300 Aalst België +32/53 78 98 10 bart.blommaert@oost-vlaanderen

Bogaert Johan Stad Brugge architect Dienst R.O. Burg 12 8000 Brugge België +32/50 44 85 96 iohan-boaaert@bruaae.be

Boertjens Joop ..
Buelens Wim Kabinet Steve 

Stevaert
Raadgever Koning Albert II-laan 

20
1000 Brussel België +32/25 53 70 28 wim.buelens(5)vlaanderen.be

Claessens Sven Provinciebestuur 
West-Vlaanderen 
Planologische Dienst

Ruimtelijk Planner Koning Leopold III- 
laan 41

8200 Sint-Andries België + 50/40 35 38 sven.claessens@west-vlaanderen.be

Claeys Bram SGS Environmental 
Services

Environmental
Consulant

Haven 407, 
Polderdijkweg 16

2060 Antwerpen België + 32/3 545 87 44 bram.claevs@sas.com

Clibbon Peter NEG Micon Offshore Engineer Unit 2, Essence 
House, Crabtree 
Road, Eqham

Egham, TW20 8RN UK +44 1784 221415 pcl@nea-micon.co.uk

Cliquet An Vakgroep
Internationaal Recht 
Universiteit Gent

Doctor-Assistent Universiteitstraat 6 9000 Gent België + 32/9 264 68 99 n

Collie Vivien North Sea 
Commission

Business Development 
Group Co-ordinator

Tarvit Avenue 8 
WPAR

Fife Scotland +44/1334 656714 ob@sol.co.uk

Croeckaert Ann Agalev secretaris Agalev regio 
Brugge

-

Dalén Göran Airicole AB Director Procurement 
and R&D

Address Box 704 182 17 Danderyd Sweden +46/8 753 50 34 aoran.dalen@airicole.com

De Buck Marc Provinciebestuur
Oost-Vlaanderen

Gedeputeerde Gouvernementstraat
1

9000 Gent België +32/9 267 82 38

De Gols Michel Stad Aalst Bestuurssecretaris Square J. Geerinckx 
2

9300 Aalst België +32/053/73 22 25 michel.deaols@aalst.be
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De Metsenaere Greta Provinciebestuur
West-Vlaanderen

Dienst Mirona Kon. Leopold III-laan 
41

8200 Sint-Andries België +32/50 403 245 areta.de metsenaere@west-vlaanderen.be

De Pooter Peter Haecon nv Projectleider Deinsesteenweg 110 9031 Drangen België +32/92 16 63*63 peter.depooter@haecon.be

De Smidt Griet Provinciebestuur
West-Vlaanderen

Programmamanager D2 
Kust

Koning Leopold III- 
laan 41

8200 Sint-Andries België + 32/50 40 34 26 ariet.de smidt@west-vlaanderen.be

Debel Anders Ringkjobing County 
Department of 
Environment and 
Infrastructure

Master Of Forestry and 
natural resource 
management

Damstradet 2 6950 Ringkobing Denmark +45/96 75 36 06 thad@rinqamt.dk

Dehenauw-Benoot
Nadine

Stad Blankenberge Schepen J.F. Kennedyplein 1 8370 Blankenberge België +32/50 42 99 42 stadshuis@blankenberae.be

Dellaert Kabinet
Staatssecretaris
Deleuze

Adviseur Koloniënstraat 56 1000 Brussel België + 32/2 227 07 700 Ddellaert@deleuze, eunet.be

Eriksson Christer Halland County, 
Association of Local 
Authoritities

Coördinator Box 505 S-30595 Halmstad Sweden +46/35 13 97 08 christer.eriksson@halland.komforb.se

Feldin Lindha Interreg IIIB North 
Sea Programme 
Secretariat

Interreg IIIB- Project 
Development Officer -

Skottenborg 26 8800 Viborg Denmark +45/87 27 18 56 crblf@vibamt.dk

Fosse Sverre Aust-Agder
Fylkeskommune

Chief Planning Officer Elvbakken 1 / 
Servicebox 660

4809 Arendal Norway +47/37 01 73 45 sverre.fosse@aa-f.kommune.no

Fraser Peter Abderdeenshire
Council

Environment Planner BlackhallRoad, 
Gordon House

AB51 3WA 
Aberdeenshire

UK +44/14 67 62 09 
81

-

Frederiksen John The Inter-regional 
Wadden Sea 
Cooperation

Coordinator Sorsigvej 35 6760 Ribe Denmark +45/798 86977 iffLribeamtdk

Garvie Allan Aberdeenshire
Council

Woodhill House, 
Westburn Road

Aberdeen AB9 2LU Scotland

Gevens Kris SPE-Zephyr Projectingenieur Ham 68 9000 Gent België +32/9 269 50 11 kae@soe.be

Ghysen Stefaan Westtoer Hoofd Toeristische 
Productontwikkeling

Koning Albert I-laan 
120

8200 Sint Michiels België +32/50 30 55 24 stefaan.ahevsen@westoer.be

Greaves John Highland Council Head of Development & 
Building Control

Glenurquhart Road IV3 5NX Scotland UK +44/1463 7022 54 iohn.areaves@hiahland.aov.uk

Guz Grazyna Interreg IIIB North 
Sea Programme 
Office

Interreg IIIB Finance 
Officer

Skottenborg 26 8800 Viborg Denmark +45/87271996 crbaa@vibamt.dk

Haelters J. BMM BMM-medewerker 3e en 23e 
Linieregimentsplein

8400 Oostende België +32/59 70 01 31 i.haelters@mumm, ac.be
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Harris Edward Aberdeen City Council Councillor Town House, Broad 
Street

Aberdeen UK +44 1224 522260 e.harris@council.aberdeen.net.uk

Haukvik Lars Telemark
Fylkeskommune

Environment Officer Fylkeshuset, 
Fylkesbakken 6

3706 Skien Norway +47/35 58 42 50 lars,haukvik@telemark-f,kommune.no

Helgesen Gunn Marit Telemark County 
Council

Councillor/Vice
president of the NSC

Fylkesbakken 6 3706 Skien Norway +47/35 58 42 00

Hermans Jacques Belgian Shell Public Affairs Manager Kantersteen 47 1000 Brussel België + 32/2508 94 71 iacques.hermans@shell.com

Hindle Jerry Suffolk County 
Council

Countryside Manager ST. Edmond House, 
Rope Walk

Ipswich IP4 IGZ England +44/1473 58 31 72 ierrv.hindle@et.suffulkcc.aov.uk

Hoornaert Robert Depret nv Manager L. Blondeellaan 2 8380 Zeebrugge België + 32/50 54 42 31 info@deoret.be

Hörberg Per Västra Götaland 
Region

Co-ordinator NSC 
Environment Group

Box 1726 501 17 Boras Sweden +46/33 17 48 26 Der.horbera@vareaion.se

Hunter Peter C Nordex General Manager Bornbarch 2 22848 Norderstedt Denmark +49/40 50 098 nmichaelis@nordex-online.com

James Glennie The Britisch Wind 
Energy Association

Head of offshore 
renewables

Renewable Energy 
House 
1 Aztec Row 
Berners Road

NI OPW London UK +44/20 76 89 19 
64

iarnes@awea.com

Janssen Toine Provincie Groningen _
Jensen Harry Ringkobing Amt Councillor Ostergade 41 / 

Postboks 152
6950 Ringkobing Danmark +45/96 75 35 00 arhi@rinaamt.dk

Jensen Henrik M. North Sea 
Commission

NSC Executive 
Secretary

Skottenborg 26 8800 Viborg Danmark +45/872 717 00 crbhmi@vibamt.dk

Jonckheere Eddy GOM West- 
Vlaanderen

Energieadviseur Baron Ruzettenlaan 
33

8310 Assebroek België + 32/50 36 71 17 eddv.ionckheere@aomwvl.be

Jonsson Leif Hammarö Kommun Project Manager Region Värmland, 
Box 1022

65115 Karlstad Sweden +46/54 14 80 10 ionleif@hotmail.com

King Graham Norfolk County 
Council

Countryside Manager County Hall, 
Martineau Lane

Norwich NR1 2DH UK + 44/16 03 22 27 
62

araham.kino.Dt@norfolk.aov.uk

Kirkbride Stuart _
Knüdsen Bent Hjort County Of North 

Jütland
County Councillor Niels Bohrs Vey 30 9220 Aalborg Ost Denmark +45/99 68 10 03 3enthk@nia.dk

Kotronaros Alexandras European Commission DG Energy & Transport -

Kunst Jan Provincie Groningen Internationale Zaken Postbus 630 Groningen Nederland +31/50 31 64 135 ikunst@orvaron.nl

Lagaune Jean
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Langaas Anne Directorak for nature 
management

Senior Executive Officer Tungasletta 2 Trondheim Norway +47/73 58 09 12 anne.lanqaas@dirnat.no

Lantsoght Françoise Provinciebestuur
West-Vlaanderen

Sail & RSD coördinator Koning Leopold III- 
laan 41

8200 Sint-Andries België + 32/050 40 34 10 francoise.lantsoaht@west-vlaanderen.be

Laüesen Süsy County Of North 
Jütland

Head of Department Niels Bohrs Vez 30 9220 Aalborg Ost Denmark +45/9635 1450 sl@nia.dk

Lefevere Lies Provinciebestuur
West-Vlaanderen

Interreg-secretaris
Noord-Frankrijk

Koning Leopold III- 
laan 41

8200 Sint-Andries België + 32/50 40 34 66 lies.lefevere@west-vlaanderen.be

Lervik Andreas Osftold County 
Council

Member Box 220 1702 Sarpsborg Norway +47/69 11 70 00 andreas.lervik@osfold-f.kommune.no

Liljedahl Sten County Council of 
Halland

Chief Officer Regional 
Development

Box 517 S-30180 Halmstad Sweden +46 35 134 953 sten.liiiedahl@halland.se

Liseth Paul Buskerud County Member of County 
Council

Fylkeshuset 3020 Drammen Norway +47/32 80 86 80 biarne.stabak@bfk.no

Maas J.H. Delta nv R&D Manager Poelendadesingel 10 4335 JA Middelburg Nederland + 31/118 88 21 72 imaas@delta-zld.nl

Mares Etienne Provinciebestuur
West-Vlaanderen

Bestuursdirecteur
Mirona

Kon. Leopold III-laan 
41

8200 Sint-Andries België +32/50 403 245 areta.de metsenaere@west-vlaanderen.be

Martens Filip C-Power nv General Manager Scheldedijk 30 2070 Zwijndrecht België +32/3 250 55 51 c-Dower@c-power. be

Martin Anthony Fife Council Councillor North Street KYT 5LT Glenrothes UK +44/ 1592 41 111 
41

-

Matheson Kathleen Highland Council Councillor Glenurquhart Road IV3 5NX Scotland UK +44/18 08 52 14 
50

kathleen.matheson@hiahland.aov.uk

Mclnnes Alison Aberdeenshire
Council

Councillor 46 Carolines 
Crescent

Aberdeenshire AB41 
5BN

Scotland

Mees Jan Vlaams Instituut voor 
de Zee

Directeur Vismijn Oostende, 
Pakhuizen 45-52

8400 Oostende België +32/59 34 21 30 Jan.mees@vliz.be

Meuleman Chris TOLK .
Michel Anrita Alfa College International Projects 

Coördinator
Postbus 212 9700 AE Groningen Nederland +31/50 597 30 02 mic@alfa-colleae.nl

Michel Dick North Netherlands 
Provincies

EU-Liaison Aduatukersstraat 71- 
75

1040 Brussel België +32/27 37 99 41 michel@nl-orov.be

Mostnep Tommy Ringkobing County / 
Department of 
Environment and 
infrastructure

Director Damstradet 2 6950 Ringkobing Denmark + 45/96 75 35 00 tmtmo@rinaamt.dk
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Nichol Stuart Fife Council Strategic Manager North Street KYT 5LT Glenrothes UK +44/15 92 41 63 
26

annee.muir@fife.aov.uk

Nielsen Per EMD Manager Niels Jernesvey 10 DK 9920 Aalborg 
Oest

Denmark + 45/96 35 44 44 emd@emd.dk

Nijkamp Hugo Argo Sea Use an 
Wildlife Consultancy

Quai aux Briques 22 1000 Brussel België + 32/25 03 25 90 niikamD@arao-onda.com

Noord hoff T.R. Provincie Noord- 
Holland

Policy Officer 
Windenerqie

Postbus 3007 2001 DA Haarlem Nederland +31 235 143 911 noordhofft@noord~holland.nl

Norholm Andersen Ove Ringkjobing County 
Department of 
Environment and 
Infrastructure

Politician Damstradet 2 6950 Ringkobing Denmark +45/96 75 35 00 arow@rinqamt.dk

Palmers Geert 3E Verenigingsstraat 39 1000 Brussel België + 32/2217.58.68 Geert.palmers@3E.be

Park Alexander The Highland Council Chairman Glenurquhart Road IV3 5NX Iverness UK + 44/14 63 70 22 
53

sandv.Dark.db@hiahland.aov.uk

Pedersen Bent Ove Ringkjobing County / 
Department of 
Environment and 
Infrastructure

Politician Damstradet 2 6950 Ringkobing Norway +45/96 75 35 00 arboo@rinaamt.dk

Pedersen Per SEAS WEC Project Manager Slagtenvei 35 4690 Hajlev Denmark +45/56 37 22 95 php@seas.dk

Persson Anita County Council of 
Halland

Vice President Box 517 S 30239 Halmstad Sweden +46/35 13 48 00 -

Petersen Hasse IMI Rue Haute 125 1000 Brussel België + 32/25 11 66 02 info@imieu.orq

Polderman C.P. Provincie Zeeland Lid Provinciale Staten 
van Zeeland

Wachttoren 22 4336 KL 
Middelburg

Nederland + 31/11 84 89 352 cp.Dolderman@sis.zeeland.nl

Popelier Fred Aspiravi - Zephyr Projectwerving Vaarnewijkstraat 18 8530 Harelbeke België + 32/56 70 27 36 fred.DODelier@asDiravi.be

Poulsen Johs Ringkjobing County / 
Department of 
Environment and 
Infrastructure

Politician Damstradet 2 6950 Ringkobing Norway +45/96 75 35 00 ariD@rinaamt.dk

Rauboti Johannes Buskerud County Director Fylkeshuset 3020 Drammen Norway +47/32 80 85 00 _
Ringbaek Madsen Henrik County Of North 

Jütland
Vice Chairman of the 
Committee for 
Technical and 
Environmental Affairs

Miels Bohrs Vey 30 9220 Aalborg Ost Denmark +45/98 52 26 55 henrikrm@nja.dk

Roksnoer Max Rijn Schelde Delta Manager Postbus 193 4600 AD Bergen op 
Zoom

Nederland +31/164 25 18 59 post@rsdelta.ora
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Rumney Mike Fife Council Councillor North Street KYT 5LT Glenrothes UK +44/15 92 41 61 
81

wendv.anderson@fife, aov.uk

Ruysschaert Tessa Provincie West- 
Vlaanderen

Coördinatiepunt 
Geïntegreerd Beheer 
van Kustqebieden

p/a VLIZ 
Vismijn
Pakhuizen 45-52

8400 Oostende België + 32/59 34 21 47 tessa.ruvsschaert@vliz.be

Samyn Rik Provincie West- 
Vlaanderen

Afdelingschef Koning Leopold III- 
laan 41

8200 Sint-Andries België + 32/50 40 34 52 rik.samvn@west-vlaanderen.be

Schrijvers Jan Universiteit Gent / 
Maritiem Instituut

Consultant Universiteitstraat 6 9000 Gent België +32/264 84 45 ian.schriivers@rua.ac.be

Seys Jan VLIZ Communicatie en 
informatie

Vismijn, Pakhuizen 
45-52

8400 Oostende België +32/59 34 21 40 ian.sevs@vliz.be

Smith Ben Northamptonshire 
County Council

Councillor P.O. Box 163 NNIIAX 
Northampton

UK +44/16 04 23 60 
13

sfotheraill@norhtamDtonshire.aov.uk

Snodin Helen Garrad Hassan snodin@alasaow.aarradhassan.co.uk

Somerset Karen Greve North Sea 
Commission

Udvikling, Erhverv og 
Arbejdsmarked

Skottenborg 26 8800 Viborg Danmark +45/872 718 48 crbkas@vibant.dk

Sorensen Hans Chr. Spok APS Project Manager Blegdamsvej 4, 1. Tv DK-2200 Kbh. N Denmark + 45 35 36 02 19 consult@spok.dk

Steijaert F.R.G.M. Gemeente Terneuzen Beleidsmedewerker
R.O.

Oostelijk Bolwerk 4 4531 GS Terneuzen Nederland +31 115 642 218 f.steiiaert@terneuzen.nl

Stubbe Wim Euregio Scheldemond Transnationaal
Coördinator

Vogelmarkt 15 9000 Gent België + 32/9 223 88 47 wistu@skvnet.be

Summers Gordon Highland Council Principal European 
Officer

Glenurquhart Road Inverness IV3 5NX Scotland +44/14 63 70 25 
08

aordon.summers@hiahland.aov.uk

Tijsma Simon Provinsje Fryslân Head Department of 
Economy, Recreation 
and Tourism

Postbus 20120 8900 HM 
Leeuwarden

Nederland +31/582 925 570 s.tiisma@frvslan.nl

Toppenberg Per County Of North 
Jütland

Regional Planner Niels Bohrs Vey 30 9220 Aalborg Ost Denmark +45/96 35 16 24 Dt@nia.dk

Trautwein-De Wit C.H.E. Provincie Noord- 
Holland

Council Member Postbus 123 2000 MD Haarlem Nederland +31/251 37 44 07 trautwein@freemail.nl

Troch Peter Universiteit Gent, 
Afdeling Weg- en 
Waterbouwkunde

Dr. Ir. Technologiepark 904 9062 Zwijnaarde België +9/264 54 89 Deterb.troch@rua.ac.be

Van Acker Paul Stad Brugge 
Dienst Leefmilieu

Stadsecoloog Walweinstraat 20 8000 Brugge België + 32/50 44 83 40 Daul.van.acker@bruaae.be

Van Cleemput Els Resource Analysis 
Antwerpen

Adviseur Milieu Wilrijkstraat 37 2140 Borgerhout België +32/32 70 00 30 ra@resource.be
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van der Hooft Kathleen Provincieraad West- 
Vlaanderen

Provincieraadslid West- 
Vlaanderen/ OCMW 
voorzitter Knokke-Heist

Meerlaan 113 8300 Knokke-Heist België +32/50 60 09 84 vanderhooft@knokkeheist.be
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ABSTRACT:
The paper describes the model for public involvement, based on experience from offshore projects in Denmark. The paper 
is based on the experience gained during the establishment of the World’s largest offshore wind farm Middelgrunden, 40 
MW established 3.5 km outside Copenhagen harbour on shallow water (3-8 meters deep) in the autumn of 2000. It is con
cluded that although active public involvement is a time and resource requiring challenge, it is to be recommended as it 
may lead to mitigation of general protests, blocking or delaying projects, and increase future confidence, acceptance and 
support in relation to the coming offshore wind farms in Europe. The experiences from the planning of the project is sum
marized, and the perspectives for the future development of offshore wind power in Europe are drawn.
Keywords: wind turbine, cooperative, economic, offshore, energy, environment, public awareness, renewable.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Denmark many people are involved in wind en
ergy projects, approximately 150,000 families, due to 
environmental concerns and/or the possibility of receiv
ing some financial benefits.

Figure 1 Development in ownership o f  wind farms in 
Denmark MW installed power each year [13]

The cooperatives, where mostly local people share 
expenses and income from a wind turbine, have played 
an important role, especially providing acceptance at a 
local level, where the possibility of resistance is other
wise high due to visual or noise impacts.

In general there is a broad acceptance to wind energy 
in Denmark -  opinion polls result in at least 70% being 
in favour of wind energy, whereas about 5% are against.

Regarding offshore, the farms established in the 
1990-ies at Vindeby and Tunoe Knob are utility owned, 
whereas the Middelgrunden is owned 50% of the local 
utility and 50% of a cooperative.

The involvement o f the public regarding Vindeby 
and Tunoe was based basically on the information ap
proach, whereas a much more active information and 
participation strategy was used and needed at Middel
grunden, as described below.

2 The Middelgrunden project

The Middelgrunden Wind Farm has a rated power of 
40 MW and consists of 20 turbines each 2 MW. The 
farm was establish during year 2000 and is the world's 
largest offshore wind farm. The farm is owned partly by 
the Copenhagen Utility and partly by a cooperative with 
8,552 members. The farm delivers more than 3% of the 
power used in Copenhagen [5] and [6].

The wind farm is situated on a natural reef 3.5 km 
east o f the Copenhagen harbour. The reef has for more 
than 200 years been used as dumpsite for harbour sludge 
and other contaminated waste. Special environmental 
concern has been taken and feasibility studies have been 
carried out [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and [7],

An old dry dock of a former shipyard was used for 
casting the concrete gravity foundation. The foundation 
together with the lower section of the turbine tower, the 
transformer and switchgear were floated out to the site in 
the autumn of 2000. The abandoned shipyard was also 
used for assembling the rotor, which together with the 
upper section of the tower and the nacelle was floated out 
on a barge. For positioning of the turbine a jack up plat
form was used (see [6], [7] and [16]).

Figure 2 The location o f  the Middelgrunden Wind Farm 
east o f  Copenhagen harbour.
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Figure 3: The Middelgrunden Wind Farm.

Table I  Facts about the Middelgrunden Wind Farm [6]

Power 40 MW
Hub height 64 meter
Rotor diameter 76 meter
Total height 102 meter
Foundation depth 4 to 8 meter
Foundation weight (dry) 1,800 tons
Wind speed at 50-m height 7.2 m/s
Estimated power output 89 GWh
Park efficiency 93 %.

Table I I  Partners involved
Owner 10 turbines north 
Owner 10 turbines south 
Project management 

assisted by
Design
Structural design 
Manufacturer of turbines 
Contractor, foundation 

including sea work 
Contractor, sea cable 
Switchgear and transformer

Copenhagen Energy 
Middelgrunden Cooperative 
SEAS, Wind Energy Center 

SPOK ApS (EMU) 
Moeller & Groenborg 

Carl Bro as 
Bonus Energy A/S 

Monberg & Thorsen A/S 
& Pihl & Soen A/S 

NKT Cable A/S 
Siemens A/S

Table I II  Budget o f  the wind farm, grid connection

The total investm ent in the project E U R  (m ill)

Wind turbines 26.11
Foundations including changes after the 
tender to reduce the time on sea

9.92

Grid connection, off-shore 4.56

Design, advice and planning 2.15
Wind turbine cooperative 0.54
Other costs 1.61

Total 44.9

3 H istory and importance of the cooperative

In 1996, the Copenhagen Environment and Energy 
Office (CEEO) took the initiative to organize the project, 
after the location of Middelgrunden had been pointed out 
as a potential site in the Danish Action Plan for Offshore 
Wind [10]. Together with CEEO a group of local people 
formed the Middelgrunden Wind Turbine Cooperative 
and a cooperation with Copenhagen Energy was estab
lished. As the Municipality of Copenhagen owns Copen
hagen Energy, a close link to politicians was thereby also 
established. The locally based commitment, along with 
cooperation between the cooperative, the local utilities, 
and the municipality o f Copenhagen, constituted a sig
nificant precondition for the development of the project. 
The project was subject o f a long and intensive hearing 
phase, as can be seen from table 4.

The original project dating back to 1997 consisted of 
27 turbines placed in three rows. After the public hearing 
in 1997, where this layout was criticised, the farm layout 
was changed to a slightly curved line and the number of 
turbines had to be decreased to 20 [4], [11] and [12].

Table IV  Process o f  the establishment o f  Middelgrunden 
offshore wind farm  [1], [6], [7]

Application on principal approval September 1996
First public hearing, 27 turbines June -  Sep 1997
Second public hearing, 20 turbines June -  Sep 1998
Principal approval May 1999
Third public hearing (Environ
mental Impact Assessment report)

July -  Oct 1999

Final permit from Danish Energy 
Agency

December 1999

Contracts signed December 1999
Construction initiated March 2000
Casting concrete April - July 2000
Starting work on seabed May - June 2000
Placement of gravity foundations 
including the first 30 m section of 
the tower

October - 
November 2000

Placement of the sea cables between 
the turbines

November

Placement of the upper part o f the 
turbine including rotor

November - 
December 2000

First turbines start production December 2000
Commissioning March 2001

The authorities raised a number of questions that 
were answered during the publicly funded pre
investigations. During the hearing in 1997 24 positive 
and 8 critical answers were received.

Behind these figures, a comprehensive information 
work is hidden, both in relation to relevant authorities 
and NGO’s and in relation to the many future sharehold
ers in the cooperative.

For instance, locals were worried about potential 
noise impact from the farm, but after a demonstration 
tour to a modem on-shore wind turbine, the locals were 
convinced that there would be no noise impact from the 
Middelgrunden turbines.

Information to the potential shareholders was in the 
beginning primarily carried out with the purpose of 
securing a sufficient number of pre-subscriptions. This 
turned out to be a success, and the interest of more than
10,000 local people was a proof of a strong local support, 
which could be useful in the approval phase.

A part o f the shareholders got involved in the democ
ratic hearing process, which was intended to create the 
foundation for authorities’ approvals.



As an example the Danish Society for the Conserva
tion of Nature at first decided to reject the proposed 
location, but through involvement o f and information 
directed at the local committees o f the society, this deci
sion was later changed.

“ «

Figure 4 The Middelgrunden “27 turbine sin three 
rows " and “20 turbines in a curved line "from the beach 
at Kastrup [11] and [12]

At the final hearing a large number of local groups and 
committees, not mentioning the several thousand share
holders, recommended and supported the project -  only a 
relatively small group of yachtsmen, fishermen, individu
als and politicians remained in opposition.

Î

Turbine tower ——;

Figure 5 The actual design o f  the concrete gravity foun
dation. The height o f  the total foundation is between 11.3 
and 8 m. Measures in mm. [7] and [15]

During and after the construction there has been 
surprisingly little resistance to the project, considering 
the visual impact from the large turbines, located just 2 -  
3.5 km away from for instance a very popular recrea
tional area -  a beach - near Copenhagen. The reason for 
this lack of protest is believed to be the strong public 
involvement, both financially and in the planning phase.

4 THE UTILITY

In 1996 the Copenhagen Energy took the first step to 
investigate the feasibility of an offshore wind farm at 
Middelgrunden, too.

The Municipality o f Copenhagen owns1 the Copen
hagen Energy. After 2 years of negotiations and over
coming political differences, a contract between the 
cooperative and utility was established in 1998.

The Wind Energy Centre at the utility SEAS acted as 
consultant for the Copenhagen Utility, and was heading 
the project organization for the establishment of the wind 
farm.

It is the evaluation that both parties (cooperative and 
utility) have gained from the arrangement. The Utility 
possesses the big organization for questions about tech
nique, contractor work, etc. The wind cooperative has the 
knowledge from the private wind sector, with enthusiasm 
and commitment as well as better contacts with the pub
lic and the press. The locally based commitment, along 
with cooperation between the cooperative, the local 
utilities, and the municipality o f Copenhagen, constituted 
a significant precondition for the development of the 
project. This cooperation has provided credibility to the 
project in relation to politicians and the public.

5 THE FINANCING OF THE COOPERATIVE

The cooperative’s part consists of 40,500 shares. One 
share represents a production of 1,000 kWh/year, and is 
sold for 4,250 DKK (567 EUR). All shares were paid up 
front in order to follow the constitution of the coopera
tive.

By now, more than 8,500 people, primarily in the 
local area, have joined the cooperative. By October 2000, 
100 % of the private shares were sold. The cooperative is 
the world’s largest wind turbine cooperative. The project 
will be the largest wind farm worldwide based on dual 
ownership and the largest offshore wind farm in the 
world.

Table V Sales price o f  electricity delivered to the grid
from the Middelgrunden Wind Farm [5]

Year Fixed price Added price for renewable  
energy

EUR/kWh EUR'/kWh
0-6 0.044 0.036

6-10 0.044 0.013
10- Market price RE certificate* to be traded
25 0.013 to 0.036

* All Danish electricity consumers are by 2005 obliged
to buy renewable energy (RE) certificates.

In the beginning, only people from the municipal 
area could buy shares (equivalent to 1,000 kWh/year). In 
1999, new regulation came into effect and all Danish 
people could buy shares. The newest development in 
year 2000 was that all people also outside Denmark 
could buy it within certain conditions. Today only about 
100 shares are owned by people from outside Denmark.

1 In 2001 the Copenhagen Utility has merged with SK-Energi 
covering most o f  the energy production in the eastern part o f 
Denmark.



Table VI Key figures fo r  production based on budget, 
_____ interest rate 5% and 20 years lifetime, [5] and [8]

Production price o f  electricity 0.046 EUR/kWh

of which service 0.009 EUR/kWh

Investment/kW 1.14 EUR/kW

Yearly production 89,000,000 kWh

Table VII Economy fo r  a typical shareholder [5] and
_______m _________ ____________________
Jensen family bought 1 share (1,000 kWh/year)
Price of the share is 4,250 DKK
(172 mill DKK/40,500 shares = 4,250 DKK)
Selling price of electricity 330 DKK
RE certificate (max, see table 5) 270 DKK
Income/year 600 DKK
Maintenance cost -70 DKK
Net income/year 530 DKK
Rate 530/4,250 12.5%
Simple pay back time 8 years
Calculated lifetime 20 years
5% yearly depreciation 212.50 DKK/year
Income after depreciation 317.50 DKK/yr
Rate after depreciation 7.5%

Table VIII Financing o f  the project [5] and [8]
W hen Activity Funding M €

Public Project
12-1996 Information prospect 0.01
03-1997 1 st feasibility 

Killer assumptions
0.15

05-1997 Cooperative formed 
Advertising 7 €/share 0.13

08-1997 1st public hearing 
Visualisation 1 0.04

11-1997 2nd feasibility
- engineering, design
- woil investigation

0.40

08-1998 2nd public hearing 
- visualisation 2 0.05

01-1999 Pre-qualification 0
05-1999 Planning permission 0.01
06-1999 Detailed Project 0.27
07-1999 Environmental Impact 

Assessment
0.07

08-1999 Soil investigation CPT 0.06
10-1999 Tender 0.12
11-1999 2 boreholes 0.05
11-1999 25 % Payment shares 4.3 *
12-1999 Permission 0.01
12-1999 Contact contractors 5.0 *
09-2000 100 % Payment shares 17.2 *
Under financed
* 50 % total cost
Number of shares is based on 50 % of 81,000 MWh = 90 
% of 89,000 MWh = guarantied production

6 Lessons learned

During the approval process, authorities raised a 
number of questions, that were answered through the 
carefully planned pre-investigations.

Dialogues with many kinds of interest groups, 
CEEO and the Middelgrunden Wind Turbine Coopera
tion, with its 8,553 members, generated a widespread 
understanding for and social acceptance of the chosen 
location and layout of the farm.

Locally based commitment and cooperation between 
the cooperative, the local utility, and the municipality of 
Copenhagen has been a significant precondition for the 
development of the project.

Figure 6: Power curve fo r  the 2 MW turbines based on 1 
year production. Production figures can be found on 
www.middelgrund.com. The information is updated 
every 10 minutes

This cooperation has provided credibility to the 
project in relation to politicians, press, public etc. The 
municipality’s role in the project has mostly been politi
cal, through the local parliament commitment to the 
project as such, and through the preparation of the terms 
of collaboration between the utility and the cooperative.

7 Future offshore wind projects in Denmark

Currently two private projects are planned, along 
with the five 150 MW demonstration projects [10]. Two 
of the 150 MW projects: Horn Rev and Nysted (Roed- 
sand) are under establishment.

Of the two private projects, the one at Grenaa is 
owned by a private developer and has been delayed due 
to much local resistance.

The other private project, the 25 MW project at 
Samsoe (10 turbines), is owned by shareholders, consist
ing of local people and neighbouring municipalities. The 
farm will be established in the autumn of 2002, and 
because of the direct public involvement in the preplan
ning phase and the financial participation, the project has 
to date not been the focus of any major protests.

The coming three 150 MW offshore demonstration 
farms were intended to be utility owned, but as the utili
ties have seen the advantages of public involvement, they 
have agreed upon a plan drawn up by the Danish Asso
ciation of Turbine Owners, including public financial 
participation. This agreement however has not been 
politically approved yet, and the Government has re
cently postponed the time for the establishment of the 
farms as Denmark already today has reached the goal for 
renewable energy based power for the year 2005.

In Sweden good acceptance from local society has 
been obtained without public ownership [7], [18],

http://www.middelgrund.com


Figure 7: The floating crane with a foundation and the 
lower part o f  the tower at the site ju st before placing

8 Conclusions

An open public dialogue already from the very be
ginning of a planning phase is crucial for achieving 
social acceptance -  and the social acceptance on the 
other hand may influence political decisions.

Direct public involvement, e.g. the cooperative own
ership model, is an important mean for social and politi
cal acceptance, but may influence strongly on decisions 
taken during the planning phase, which must be ac
counted for’ in the pre-planning phase as even minor 
deviations in the work at sea have a disproportional large 
effect on the time schedule.

There is today no clear overview on the results of 
different strategies for public involvement and conflict 
management. This is a subject that deserves to be studied 
in more detail, through a monitoring programme focus
sing on public acceptance before and after the installation 
of an offshore wind farm in relation to the degree of 
public involvement and active conflict management [17],

The future large deployment of offshore wind in 
Europe where the increase within 5-10 years will be 50 
to 100 times the installed capacity of today [14] and [18] 
calls for intensive work with different models for public 
acceptance. Cooperative ownership has in Denmark 
proved to be one successful model.

Figure 8: The switchgear and transformer on top o f  the 
concrete foundation ready fo r  placement o f  the tower
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Internet addresses:

The cooperative Middelgrunden: www.middelgrunden.dk
On-line production: www.middelgrund.com
The Utilities: www.ke.dk and www.seas.dk
The Danish wind industry: www.windpower.dk
The Danish Energy Agency: www.ens.dk
The Samsoe offshore wind farm: www.veo.dk
The turbine manufacturer: www.bonus.dk
The foundation contractor: www.monthor.dk
The grid connection: contractor, www.nkt.dk
The EU Concerted Action: www.offshorewindenergy.org
Wind force 10 www.ewea.org/src/information.htm
Danish Turbine Owners Association: www.dkvind.dk
Energi- & Miljoe Data: www.emd.dk
The Horns Rev project: www.homsrev.dk
The Grenaa project www.worldwidewind.com

Figure 9: Screen dump o f  the Middelgrunden production March 6, 2000: www.middelgrund.com
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ABSTRACT:
The paper describes and analyses different models for public involvement, based on experience from offshore projects in 
Denmark (especially Middelgrunden) and Sweden (Karlskrona Vindkraft Offshore). The public likely to be concerned by 
offshore wind energy projects must be informed and consulted as part of the Environmental Impacts Assessment (EIA). 
However, as member states individually define details regarding information and consulting, different approaches are pos
sible. It is concluded that although active public involvement is a time and resource requiring challenge, it is to be recom
mended as it may lead to mitigation of general protests, blocking or delaying projects, and increase future confidence, 
acceptance and support in relation to the coming offshore wind farms in Europe.

1 INTRODUCTION - Legal framework

Most EU member states have planning requirements that 
play an important part in the national development of 
wind power sites. However, the requirements for wind 
energy proposals vary between the member states. In 
some countries, legislation has been passed at a national 
level enabling the authorities to request a submission of 
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) of wind power 
developments.
The term “Best Practice Guidelines” has been adopted in 
many member states in order to describe the best and 
most appropriate approach for development, operation 
and decommissioning of wind energy projects.
These Best Practice Guidelines may very well assist any 
assessment procedure in addressing, not only the techni
cal, commercial and environmental aspects o f projects, 
but also the social impacts.

1.1 EIA
Private and public projects that are likely to have signifi
cant effects on the environment must be subject to an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) before they can 
be allowed to proceed. All offshore wind projects are 
therefore expected to be subjects of an EIA.
The main purpose of the EIA is to examine, in detail, the 
impacts of the project, and this also includes a require
ment for public participation [1].
The public that is likely to be concerned about a project 
must be informed and consulted, but each member state 
defines individually the details of these arrangements, 
resulting in numerous potential approaches.
Although national relevant authorities have the responsi
bility to safeguard that these consultations are carried out 
in an appropriate and sufficient way, often the process of 
information and consultation is carried out by the devel
oper without any involvement from the responsible au
thority.
In the EIA also the true potential o f the project lays 
hidden. Hence, the relevant issues of an EIA will prove 
to be relevant also to the decisions made during the 
planning phase of a project. If the scope of an EIA also 
covers social impacts of a development, this will prove to 
be an important foundation for a dialogue with the con

cerned population. Even better, there will be an under
standing of what population might be concerned about 
when it comes to offshore wind power locations. It 
should be known who to address, when to address and 
how to address. If there is no understanding of the local 
social contexts and important issues for the concerned 
population, this cannot be known.
An EIA might prove to be the foundation needed for the 
appropriate adjustment of the project to the prevailing 
circumstances. Hence, it is not only supposed to be a 
document (EIS) presented to the authorities, but a dy
namic process, a framework and tool for the project 
development. An EIA involves a flexible procedure 
where amendments to the original proposal constantly 
are weighed against all different aspects of the project. 
Mitigation is discussed in order to arrive at the most 
acceptable form of development. It is impossible to 
understand which mitigation measures that are relevant, 
if there is no open dialogue between different concerned 
parties.

1.2 Public participation
There are different forms of public participation, but 
basically the public can be involved in a project in three 
major ways, [2], [3] and [4]:
•  through information about ongoing development 

(information),
• through involvement in the decision making process 

(planning participation),
• through financial involvement in the project (finan

cial participation).
The most common approach is to quite passively inform 
people and carry out the minimum requirements regard
ing consultation. People are almost never offered a direct 
influence on the decision making.
This is due to imagined disadvantages and misconcep
tions, mainly such as [3]:
• public participation may worsen the situation,
• public participation might be inefficient,
• it is impossible to satisfy all interests so you might 

as well not try,
• public participation may expand the scope of the 

conflict.
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However, if  the channels for a dialogue are kept open 
and looked after, potential threats can be mitigated before 
a more general protest is formed. There will be a sense of 
control over the development of the project and the 
dialogue with the concerned public will not be handed 
over to misinformation by media. If  a sense of control is 
created through an open and dynamic dialogue, the con
fidence of the public can be achieved. This is a very 
efficient way to navigate towards not only a successful 
outcome of a project but also future confidence in wind 
energy developments, and perhaps even more important 
in wind power developers.
The advantages of public participation may include:
• an essential improvement of planning decisions and 

balancing of different aspects,
• increased awareness of public concerns,
• an increased understanding of possible cooperation 

between opposing parties,
• elimination of misinformation and believed threats,
• future confidence and acceptance.

1.3 Conclusion
If multiple parties are involved in the decision making, 
the social and environmental impacts can be properly 
addressed and the conflicts reduced. Conflicting interest 
are illuminated in a pedagogic way early in the process. 
This improves the possibilities to compare facts such as 
the pros and cons of wind energy in relation to the ef
fects of other energy sources. People who tend to accept 
the process also tend to accept its outcome [5].

2 Experience from Denmark

2.1 Introduction
In Denmark many people are involved in wind energy 
projects, approximately 150,000 families, due to envi
ronmental concerns and/or the possibility of receiving 
some financial benefits.

Middelgrunden is owned 50% of the local utility and 
50% of a co-operative.
The involvement o f the public regarding Vindby and 
Tunoe was based basically on the information approach, 
whereas a much more active information and participa
tion strategy was used and needed at Middelgrunden, as 
described below.

2.2 The Middelgrunden project
The project consists of twenty 2 MW Bonus turbines, 
half of them owned by the Middelgrunden Wind Turbine 
Cooperative. 8,500 people, primarily in the local area, 
have joined the co-operative, which makes it the world’s 
largest wind turbine cooperative, typically investing 
2,850 EUR, corresponding to the production of 5,000 
kWh/year.
The farm was constructed in 2000 (see table 1) and from 
March-October 2001 the production has been app.
50.000 MWh. In [5] and [6] details regarding technical 
and financial aspects are presented concerning the con
struction of the farm.

Histoiy and importance o f  the co-operative 
In 1996, the Copenhagen Environment and Energy Of
fice (CEEO) took the initiative to organize the project, 
after the location of Middelgrunden, 3 km from Copen
hagen harbour, had been pointed out as a potential site in 
the Danish Action Plan for Offshore Wind [9]. Together 
with CEEO a group of local people fonned the Middel
grunden Wind Turbine Cooperative and a cooperation 
with Copenhagen Energy was established. As the Mu
nicipality o f Copenhagen owns Copenhagen Energy, a 
close link to politicians was thereby also established. The 
locally based commitment, along with co-operation 
between the co-operative, the local utilities, and the 
municipality of Copenhagen, constituted a significant 
precondition for the development of the project.
The project was subject of a long and intensive hearing 
phase, as can be seen from table 1.

Application on principal approval September 1996
First public hearing , 27 turbines Ju n -S e p  1997
Second public hearing , 20 turbines Jun -  Sep 1998
Principal approval May 1999
Third public hearing (Environment 
Impact Assessment report)

Jul Oct 1999

Final permit from Danish Energy 
Agency

December 1999

Contracts signed December 1999
Construction initiated March 2000
Turbines start power production March 2001

Figure 1 Development in ownership o f  wind farms in 
Denmark MW installed power each year. [12]

The co-operatives, where mostly local people share 
expenses and income from a wind turbine, have played 
an important role, especially providing acceptance at a 
local level, where the possibility of resistance is other
wise high due to visual or noise impacts.
In general there is a broad acceptance to wind energy in 
Denmark -  opinion surveys result in at least 70% being 
in favour o f wind energy, whereas about 5% are against. 
Regarding offshore, the farms established so far at 
Vindby and Tunoe Knob are utility owned, whereas the

Table 1 Process before establishment o f  Middelgrunden 
offshore wind farm  [6], [7], [8]

The original project dating back to 1997 consisted of 27 
turbines placed in three rows. After the public hearing in 
1997, where this layout was criticised, the farm layout 
was changed to a slightly curved line and the number of 
turbines had to be decreased to 20 [ 10], [ 11 ].
The authorities raised a number of questions that were 
answered during the publicly funded pre-investigations. 
During the hearing in 1997 24 positive and 8 critical 
answers were received.
Behind these figures, a comprehensive information work 
is hidden, both in relation to relevant authorities and

MW
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NGO’s and in relation to the many future shareholders in 
the co-operative.
For instance, locals were worried about potential noise 
impact from the farm, but after a demonstration tour to a 
modem on-shore wind turbine, the locals were convinced 
that there would be no noise impact from the Middel- 
grunden turbines.
Information to the potential shareholders was in the 
beginning primarily carried out with the purpose of 
securing a sufficient number of pre-subscriptions. This 
turned out to be a success, and the interest of more than
10,000 local people was a proof of a strong local support, 
which could be useful in the approval phase.
A part of the shareholders got involved in the democratic 
hearing process, which was intended to create the foun
dation for authorities’ approvals.
As an example the Danish Society for the Conservation 
of Nature at first decided to reject the proposed location, 
but through involvement of and information directed at 
the local committees o f the society, this decision was 
later changed.
At the final hearing a large number of local groups and 
committees, not mentioning the several thousand share
holders, recommended and supported the project -  only a 
relatively small group of yachtsmen, fishermen, individu
als and politicians remained in opposition.
During and after the construction there has been surpris
ingly little resistance to the project, considering the 
visual impact from the large turbines, located just 3 km 
away from for instance a very popular recreational area -  
a beach - near Copenhagen. The reason for this lack of 
protest is believed to be the strong public involvement, 
both financially and in the planning phase.

Figure 2 The Middelgrunden "the three rows” and “the 
curved line”from the beach at Kastrup [11]

2.3 Lessons learned
During the approval process, authorities raised a number 
of questions, that were answered through the carefully 
planned pre-investigations.
Through dialogues with many kinds of interest groups, 
CEEO and the Middelgrunden Windturbine co
operation, with its 8,500 members, generated a wide
spread understanding for and social acceptance of the 
chosen location, and layout of the farm.
Locally based commitment and co-operation between the 
co-operative, the local utilities CE, and the municipality 
of Copenhagen has been a significant precondition for 
the development of the project.

This co-operation has provided credibility to the project 
in relation to politicians, press, public etc. The munici
pality’s role in the project has mostly been political, 
through the local parliament commitment to the project 
as such, and through the preparation of the terms of 
collaboration between the utilities CE and the co
operative.

2.4 Future offshore wind projects in Denmark 
Currently two private projects are planned, along with 
the five 150 MW demonstration projects [9],
Of the two private projects, the one at Grenaa is owned 
by a private developer and has been delayed due to much 
local resistance.
The other private project, the 25-30 MW project at Sam- 
soe (10 turbines), is owned by shareholders, consisting of 
local people and neighbouring municipalities. The pro
ject work is expected to begin next spring, 2002, and 
because of the direct public involvement in the preplan
ning phase and the financial participation, the project has 
to date not been the focus of any major protests.
The coming five 150 MW offshore demonstration farms 
were intended to be utility owned, but as the utilities 
have seen the advantages of public involvement, they 
have agreed upon a plan drawn up by the Danish Asso
ciation of Turbine Owners, including public financial 
participation. This agreement however has not been 
politically approved yet.

3 Experience from Sweden

3.1 Introduction
In Sweden the first offshore turbine was erected in 1989 
in Nogersund. It was owned by the local utility, and since 
this most offshore farms have either been owned by 
utility or by a private developer.

3.2 Karlskrona Vindkraft Offshore
A broad-based participation in the implementation and 
decision process is used in a Swedish offshore project in 
Kalmarsund conducted by Vattenfall, the largest utility in 
Sweden. This is a form of conflict management which 
extends the group of actors involved in the decision 
process, increases transparency and promotes negotia
tions and discussions.
Special focus for this project is to investigate which 
parties should be involved in the decision process and 
how these different parties can participate and represent 
their interest in the planning process.
The result o f this approach is so far that the project has 
conducted a management o f dissent instead of putting 
trust in a fictitious consent. The importance of this type 
of conflict management seems to correlate with the 
amount of realised and planned projects in a demarcated 
and clearly defined geographical area suitable for off
shore wind power.
Through this experience it can be concluded that the 
strategy suggesting that the local public opposition can 
be overcome by rational decisions made by experts, and 
that people will eventually get use to change, may prove 
fatal. The strategy of the Karlskrona Offshore project has 
instead been to directly involve the local public early in 
the planning phase, and incorporate the recommenda
tions into the project planning and decision making. The 
purpose of this strategy is to give the local population a 
motivation to accept changes by for example giving them



a say in the planning of the project. Another lesson 
learned is that the presentation of a wind power plan 
requires a sense of timing. In some cases, depending on 
the size of the project, it might be worthwhile to allow a 
certain period of adjustment. A large wind farm can be 
developed sequentially which makes adjustments easier if 
people express misgivings. Such adjustments manifest 
the flexibility and reversible quality o f wind power de
velopments. Just because a wind farm can be erected

it

quickly, does not mean it should be.

deviations in the work at sea have a disproportional large 
effect on the time schedule.
There is to day no clear overview on the results of differ
ent strategies for public involvement and conflict man
agement. This is a subject that deserves to be studied in 
more detail, through a monitoring programme focussing 
011 public acceptance before and after the installation of 
an offshore wind farm in relation to the degree of public 
involvement and active conflict management. The 
Karlskrona Offshore project in Sweden has contributed 
to the layout o f such a study.
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Figure 3 Three different sites at Karlskrona Offshore [13]

3.3 Public dialogue - Use of ICT
In the Karlskrona offshore project different ways of 
promoting a dynamic dialogue has been developed. In 
this context ICT plays an important part. The use of a 
website for communication on project updates has been 
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